Morphological detection of filipin-sterol complexes in the cytoplasmic membrane of staphylococcal L-form.
Filipin, a sterol-specific antibiotic, and freeze-fracture electron microscopy were used to study the presence and distribution of sterol in the cytoplasmic membrane of stable staphylococcal L-form cells. Fixed cells were treated with filipin, and then observed by freeze-fracture electron microscopy. Freeze-fractured profiles of the L-form cells treated with filipin demonstrated irregular distribution of protuberances or pits of 25-30 nm, representing filipin-sterol complexes, on the proto-plasmic fracture face (PF) and exoplasmic fracture face (EF) of the cytoplasmic membrane. In contrast, no such structure was detected in the filipin-treated parent cells or protoplasts. The results suggest that some sterol molecules, which are usually not found in staphylococcal or other bacterial cells, emerged on the cytoplasmic membrane after the cells were converted to the stable L-form.